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Abstract
The economic theory of rationality promises to equal
mathematical logic in its importance for the mechaniza-
tion of reasoning. We survey the growing literature on
how the basic notions of probability, utility, and ratio-
nal choice, coupled with practical limitations on infor-
mation and resources, influence the design and analysis
of reasoning and representation systems.

Introduction
People make judgments of rationality all the time, usu-
ally in criticizing someone else's thoughts or deeds as
irrational, or in defending their own as rational. Artifi-
cial intelligence researchers construct systems and the-
ories to perform or describe rational thought and action,
criticizing and defending these systems and theories in
terms similar to but more formal than those of the man
or woman on the street.

Two conceptions of rationality dominate these judg-
ments: a logical conception used to judge thoughts, and
an economic one used to judge actions or choices. For
example, when people criticize as irrational someone
who asserts both a proposition p and its contrary \( \neg p \),
or who asserts p and \( p \Rightarrow q \) but refuses to accept q,
they refer to a logical sense of rationality. Corresponding-
ly, when some people criticize others for irrationally wast-
ing their money on state lotteries, in which the pre-
dictable result of prolonged gambling aimed at winning
money is, in fact, to lose money, the critics have in mind
the economic sense of rationality.1 In classical terms,
logic concerns Truth, while economics concerns Good-
ness (though a case can be made that neither says much
about either).

Traditionally, much work in artificial intelligence has
been greatly swayed by the "logicist" view that logic
is the theory of the ideal good thinking desired of all
intelligent agents—in particular, that beliefs should be
consistent and inferences sound—and has paid much
less attention to the economic sense of rationality. One
may interpret much non-logicist work on heuristics as
implicitly concerned with rationality in the economic
sense, but little of this work discusses rationality ex-
licitly or employs any of the formal tools offered by
the mathematical theory of rational choice. Recently,
however, interest in economic rationality and its formal
theory has grown as researchers have sought to find
methods for reasoning under uncertainty, for control-
ling reasoning, and for putting heuristic methods on
sound theoretical bases—each one an issue on which
logic alone provides little guidance.

The purpose of this paper is to introduce the ba-
sic notions of economic rationality. These constitute
a rich set of conceptual and mathematical tools for
analyzing information and behaviors, and provide the
proper framework for addressing the problem of how
one should think, given that thinking requires effort
and that success is uncertain and may require the co-
operation of others. Though it provides an attractive
ideal, however, the level of information and computa-
tional ability demanded by the theory render straight-
forward applications of the theory impractical, as was
pointed out early on by Simon [1955], who introduced
the term bounded rationality (also called limited ratio-
nality) for the rationality that limited agents may fea-
sibly exhibit.

We first summarize the basic concepts of economic
rationality and identify the principal roles economic
rationality plays in the theory and practice of artifi-
cial intelligence. The highly abbreviated remainder of
this extended abstract examines various impediments
to achieving rationality, indicates recent developments
on techniques for reasoning rationally in the presence of
these limitations, and points out some future directions
for research.

Economic rationality
The fundamental issue in the theory of economic ra-
nionality is choice among alternatives. Economic ra-
nionality simply means making "good" choices, where

---

1Gambling may be rational if the gambler also has non-
monetary aims, such as entertainment.
goodness is determined by how well choices accord with the agent's preferences among the alternatives. We summarize the elements of this theory here: for more complete expositions, see [Debreu, 1959; Savage, 1972; Jeffrey, 1983].

Preference

The notion of preference is the fundamental concept of economic rationality. We write \( A \prec B \) to mean that the agent prefers \( B \) to \( A \), and \( A \sim B \) to mean that the agent is indifferent between the two alternatives, that is, considers them equally desirable or undesirable. We also write \( A \preceq B \) (\( B \) is weakly preferred to \( A \)) to mean that either \( A \sim B \) or \( A < B \). The collection of all these comparisons constitutes the agent's set of preferences.

Rational agents choose maximally preferred alternatives. If \( A = \{A_1, \ldots, A_n\} \) is the set of alternatives, then \( A_i \) is a rational choice from among these alternatives just in case \( A_j \preceq A_i \) for every \( A_j \in A \). It is not required that the agent explicitly calculate or compute the maximality of its choices, only that it chooses alternatives that are in fact maximal according to its preferences. There may be several rational choices, or none at all if the set of preferences is inconsistent or the set of alternatives is infinite.

The theory requires, as a minimum basis for rationality, that strict preference is a strict partial order, indifference is an equivalence relation, indifference is consistent with strict preference, and any two alternatives are either indifferent or one is preferred to the other. More succinctly, weak preference is a complete preorder, or formally, for all alternatives \( A, B, \) and \( C \):

1. Either \( A \preceq B \) or \( B \preceq A \), (completeness)
2. If \( A \preceq B \), then \( B \not\preceq A \), and (consistency)
3. If \( A \preceq B \) and \( B \preceq C \), then \( A \preceq C \). (transitivity)

These rationality constraints ensure that there is always at least one rational choice from any finite set of alternatives.

Utility

The rationality constraints imply that we may represent the set of preferences by means of a numerical utility function \( u \) which ranks the alternatives according to degrees of desirability, so that \( u(A) < u(B) \) whenever \( A < B \) and \( u(A) = u(B) \) whenever \( A \sim B \). By working with utility functions instead of sets of preferences, we may speak of rational choice as choosing so as to maximize utility. Any strictly increasing transformation of a utility function will represent the same set of preferences, and will provide the same choices under maximization.

The distinction between the (monetary or computational) costs or values of something and its utility or disutility is one of the great strengths of the theory of economic rationality, as compared with everyday accounting. Utility is an aggregate measure of all dimensions of worth, relative to the agent and the agent's situation, and mere costliness is no guarantee of utility. In reasoning, for example, the utility of some conclusion usually depends on numerous variables: on what the question was, in what circumstances it was asked, on how it is to be used, on when the answer was obtained, and on how reliable the conclusion is. Whether deriving the conclusion is easy or hard does not affect these factors.

One cannot define the notions of preference and utility purely in terms of beliefs and goals, for these are independent notions. Goals only state what is desired, and do not give any information about the relative merits of different desirable alternatives (see [Dean and Wellman, 1980]).

Decision theory

Most work in artificial intelligence that makes use of economic rationality draws on the specific theory of subjective Bayesian decision theory [Savage, 1972], hereafter simply called decision theory. Compared with the basic theory, decision theory adds probability measures \( P_A \) which indicate the likelihood of each possible outcome for each alternative \( A \in A \). Decision theory also strengthens the notion of utility from an ordinal utility function \( u \) to a cardinal utility function \( U \). Cardinal utility functions use numerical values simply as ways of ranking the alternatives in a linear order. It does not make sense to say that an ordinal utility of 10 is twice as good as an ordinal utility of 5, any more than it makes sense to say that the tenth smallest person in a room is necessarily twice as tall as the fifth smallest. Amounts of cardinal utility, in contrast, can be added and subtracted to produce other amounts of utility. This makes it possible to combine the utilities foreseen in different possible outcomes of \( A \) into the expected utility \( \hat{U}(A) \), defined to be the utility of all possible outcomes weighted by their probability of occurrence, or formally,

\[
\hat{U}(A) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \sum_S P_A(S)U(S),
\]

where the sum (more generally, an integral) ranges over all possible situations or states of nature under discussion. For example, if there are exactly two possible states \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) of respective utilities 5 and 7, and if the respective probabilities of these states obtaining as outcomes of alternative \( A \) are .1 and .9, then the expected utility of \( A \) is just .1(5) + .9(7) = 6.8. The decision-theoretic definition of preference is then

\( A \preceq B \) if and only if \( \hat{U}(A) \leq \hat{U}(B) \).

Like the theory of preference, the axioms for decision theory involve qualitative orderings \( \preceq_U \) and \( \preceq_U \) of outcomes according to relative likelihood and desirability.
These comparisons we also call beliefs and preferences (distinct from overall preferences or judgments).

Just as cost is not the same as utility, expected utility is not the same as average cost, even when utility is a function of cost alone. Expected utility necessarily averages over utilities, not over the variables on which utilities depend. For example, bicycles designed to fit the average size rider perfectly serve an evenly mixed population of tall adults and short children only poorly. In the same way, expected computational utility need not be a function of average running time.

The need for economic rationality

Logical and economic notions of rationality can be used either descriptively, as giving sets of concepts and mathematical tools with which reasoning and action may be formalized and analyzed, or normatively, as giving standards of correctness to which reasoning and action must conform. Descriptively, for example, logic has been used to formalize beliefs and other representations, to determine what hypotheses are possible given the reasoner's beliefs, and to determine which methods have any possibility of achieving specified goals. Similarly, economic rationality may be used descriptively to identify the conditions under which one inference technique is better than another, or to explain why a technique is good or bad in specific circumstances. In particular, the theory may be applied in AI to provide a formal analysis of informally developed techniques (e.g., [Langlotz et al., 1986]). Normatively construed, however, logical and economic rationality are at odds with one another over how one should think. We begin by examining the normative use of logic, which we will call logicism.

Logicism

The logicist school of artificial intelligence views reasoning as a form of logical inference and seeks to construct general-purpose deduction systems in which axioms state what is held true and goals state what is desired to be proven true (or to be achieved as the result of actions). Logicism's standard asks whether the reasoner's beliefs are consistent and inferences sound (and sometimes whether the beliefs and inferences are complete as well).

Logicism is not a complete theory of thinking by itself, since it views the problem of how reasoning should be conducted as a pragmatic question outside the realm of the theory of thinking proper. In logic, any consistent set of beliefs and any sound inference is as good as any other, and the only guidance logicism seems to offer the reasoner is the rule

**If it's sound, do it!**

Logicism ignores issues of the purpose of reasoning (other than to suppose the existence of externally posed goals) and of the value of beliefs and inferences to the reasoner, basing inferences purely on the logical form of the beliefs and goals. It ignores questions of whether the reasoner should or should not draw some inference, and whether one inference is better or more appropriate than another. The usual result is that purely logical reasoners make many worthless inferences, since sound worthwhile inferences may be of the same logical form as sound worthless inferences (cf. [McDermott, 1987]).

Making worthless inferences would not matter if reasoners were not expected to arrive at conclusions and take actions within appropriate lengths of time. But most reasoning does have some temporal purpose. To reason intelligently, the reasoner must know something about the value of information and about which methods for achieving goals are more likely to work than others, and must prudently manage the use of its knowledge and skills by taking into account its own powers, limitations, and reliability (cf. [Doyle and Patil, 1989]). For example, for some questions it may be clear that no answer is possible, or that finding the answer will take too long, in which case the reasoner may conclude "I don't know" right away. This might save enough time for the reasoner to successfully answer other questions. Alternatively, the exact answer might appear to take too long to determine and the reasoner may choose to look for an adequate approximate answer that can be found quickly. In either case, the reasoner performs better by anticipating limits and reasoning accordingly than by simply suffering limits. Simply deducing new conclusions until reasoning is terminated by reaching an answer or a deadline leads to haphazard performance, in which the reasoner succeeds on one problem but fails on seemingly identical ones that few people would distinguish, with no discernible pattern to help predict success or failure.

Heuristic problem solving

Many non-logicist approaches to AI also downplay issues of making rational choices. For example, in his characterization of the knowledge level, Newell [1982] formulates what he views as the fundamental principle of rationality as follows:

> "Principle of rationality. If an agent has knowledge that one of its actions will lead to one of its goals, then the agent will select that action." [Newell, 1982, p. 102]

(Cf. Cherniak's [1986] principles of "minimal rationality.") Newell calls this principle the "behavioral law that governs an agent, and permits prediction of its behavior". Since this principle ignores comparisons among goals and among the different methods for goals, the activity it prescribes is almost as indifferent as in the logicist rule above. Many AI systems ignore issues of choice in much the way the principle suggests. Newell eventually adds auxiliary principles about how to act given multiple goals and multiple methods, and acknowledges that these ultimately lead to the economic
theory of rationality, but nevertheless bases his theory of knowledge on this fundamental principle alone.

Newell's principle of rationality notwithstanding, many in artificial intelligence, including Newell, have long recognized the limitations of unguided reasoning and have advanced the notion of heuristics as central to effective problem solving. Heuristics usually amount to holding beliefs or making inferences that are deemed to be useful though sometimes unsound or mistaken. Indeed, the standard guideline in heuristic problem solving is the rule

\[ \text{If it seems useful, do it!} \]

But the notion of usefulness motivating the use of heuristics has rarely been made formal, which has brought much work on heuristic methods into disrepute among logicians, mathematicians, and formally-minded AI theorists. To many, lack of any respectable alternative has been the main attraction of logicism as a formal theory of thinking.

Economic rationality

Economic rationality provides an answer both to the problem of controlling reasoning and to the informality of heuristics. In the first place, economic rationality is the proper standard for the knowledge level (cf. Baron's [1985] psychological perspective). It adds formal theories of utility and probability to the logicist formulation of belief and inference, and provides a new norm for guiding reasoning and action, namely that the reasoning activities performed should have maximal expected utility among those open to the agent. It subsumes portions of the logicist approach, since logic can be viewed as the theory of certain beliefs, that is, beliefs of probability 1, and the axioms of probability require that certain beliefs be consistent just as in logicism.\(^2\) It also decouples the notion of rationality from the notion of intelligence. Intelligence depends on the actual knowledge possessed and used, while rationality merely depends on possession and use of types of knowledge, namely expectations and preferences. Secondly, heuristics may be formalized as methods for increasing the expected utility of reasoning. Since different alternatives may be open to the agent at different times in different reasoning processes, the task for artificial intelligence is to examine each of these situations and determine both the possible methods and their relative utilities.

Instead of competing as normative theories, logical and economic notions of rationality fill complementary needs. Logic serves to describe the possibilities for reasoning and action, while economics serves to prescribe choices among these. Logic plays a descriptive role in developing formulations of problems; economics plays a normative role in choosing both the problems to solve and the means of solving them.

Rationality in limited agents

The normative use of decision theory provides a standard for rationality, but one which is often unattainable due to limitations on the available information or resources. For example, beliefs and preferences may be incomplete in that a reasoner may not know whether one circumstance is more likely than another or which it prefers, or it may not know all the consequences of its beliefs and preferences (that is, it may not be logically omniscient). Beliefs and preferences may be inconsistent due to conflicts among authorities or commonsense theories, or indeterminate if they vary from situation to situation or are derived from information distributed among different frames, perspectives, or subagents (Thomason [1986] calls this "context sensitivity"). If beliefs and preferences cannot be revised quickly enough to account for new information, they also may exhibit inertia.

Similarly, computational resources, such as the time available for making decisions or the space available for representing information, may be limited. Some noncomputational resources, such as the effort or cooperation required of human knowledge engineers, expert informants, or end users may be even more limited than computational resources. In addition, some limitations stem from the reasoner's architecture or organization itself, since the importance of particular time and space limitations depends on the structures and operations provided by the architecture, which determine the costs and reliabilities of reasoning.

While informational, resource, and organizational limitations may all be subject to change by progress in science and technology, there may also be physical and metaphysical limitations not subject to human influence. The known physical limitations, for example, include the speed of light, the interference of simultaneous measurements, finiteness of the matter and energy available to represent information, and the inertia of matter and energy.

The metaphysical limitations concern whether rationality is well defined or even possible in principle. Miller [1954], for example, listed a number of intuitively desirable properties of rational decisions under uncertainty, each of which is satisfied by some extant theories, and then proved the set of these properties to be inconsistent. This suggests that there may be several essentially different intuitions underlying the notion of rationality (cf. [Touretzky et al., 1987]). There is also strong psychological evidence that expected utility does not capture a realistic notion of preference.
Preference is not linearly additive in the probabilities of events as is required in equation (1), and humans often exhibit preference reversals and so-called framing and anchoring effects (see [Machina, 1987; Kahneman et al., 1982]). Finally, it may be that overall utility functions simply do not exist. The existence of a utility function entails that all values can be combined into a single scale of desirability, and this may not always be possible [Van Frassen, 1973; Nagel, 1979; Doyle and Wellman, 1989].

All these limitations mean that the rationality exhibited by limited agents will be somewhat different from the rationality presumed in the idealizations of decision theory. Rationality in the ideal theory considers only whether the results of choices best satisfy the agent's preferences, while rationality in limited agents also considers whether the agent makes good choices in the process of deciding how to apply its efforts in reasoning toward a decision. Rationality when the costs of deliberation are taken into account is called "Type 2" rationality by Good [1971] and "procedural" rationality by Simon [1976], as opposed to "Type 1" or "substantive" rationality in which the costs of reasoning are ignored. What is rational for one agent may be in direct conflict with what is rational for agents with different (or no) limitations. This is clearest in the play of chess, where increasing search can successively reveal new threats and new benefits, possibly leading the reasoner to vacillate about whether some move is good or bad as the time available for searching increases.

Achieving Type 2 or procedural rationality means optimizing the overall degree of rationality by making rational choices about what inferences to perform, which methods to apply, and how (or for how long) to apply them. Agents that recognize their own limitations and purposes and guide their actions and reasoning accordingly exhibit much of what the Greeks called sophrosyne, that is, temperance or self-control. But it does not always make sense to think a lot about how to think. That is, if the point of guiding reasoning is to arrive at desired conclusions more quickly, extensive calculations about which inference to draw at each step may consume more time than they save. Rational guidance of reasoning thus requires striking a balance between control computations and reasoning computations. The proper balance is, of course, found by choosing the amount of time to spend on control computations rationally so as to achieve the best performance.

Making control decisions rationally raises the problem of infinite regress, since trying to control the cost of making rational control decisions by means of additional rational control decisions creates a tower of deliberations, each one concerned with the level below (see [Doyle, 1980; Lipman, 1989]). In practice, the deliberative information available at higher levels but unavailable at lower ones decreases rapidly as one ascends the reflective tower, and most systems rely on well-chosen default choices at the first or second levels instead of long episodes of reflection upon reflection. In theory, halting deliberation at one level amounts to making the decisions for all higher levels at once, and rationality in this setting would seem to mean that the halting point can be judged rational after the fact, that is, as rational given all the expectations and preferences that result from making all these decisions at once. Rawls [1971] calls this condition reflective equilibrium. Jeffrey [1983] calls such decisions ratified decisions.

Specific roles for rational choice

AI has developed many apparently useful techniques for reasoning and representation, such as depth-first and A* search, dependency-directed backtracking, constraint propagation, explanation-based learning, etc. Considerable insight might be gained by analyzing these theoretically and empirically in economic terms, both to compare alternative methods with each other, and to find the conditions under which individual techniques and representations increase (or decrease) expected utility. Most heuristic methods are thought to increase utility, but at present most are used without any real information about their probability of usefulness. Indeed, users are sometimes warned that one must have substantial experience with some techniques just to be able to tell when using the techniques will help rather than hurt. Can we demonstrate that these expectations of heuristic value are reasonable? More generally, can we make precise the assumptions about probabilities and utilities that underlie these judgments?

We here enumerate some tasks in which rational choice would seem to play a significant role. (See the full version of this paper for a more complete discussion.) Substantial work has already been done on some of these, but others have seen only initial explorations.

Rational approximations: Reasoners uncertain about the time available may employ approximation methods in which the expected utility or the probability of correctness of partial answers increases monotonically as further effort is applied. These include flexible computations or anytime algorithms [Horvitz, 1988; Dean and Boddy, 1988], and probably approximately correct (PAC) algorithms [Valiant, 1984].

Rational assumptions and belief revision: Default rules may be viewed as implicitly rational decisions about reasoning [Doyle, 1983; Doyle, 1989; Langlotz and Shortliffe, 1989; Shoham, 1988]. In general, the reason for recording a belief in memory is the expectation that it will be useful in future reasoning and that the effort needed to rederive or replace it outweighs the utility of the memory resources consumed by recording it. It should be removed from memory only if it is expected to undermine the efficacy of actions to achieve the cost of removing it.

Theories of conservative belief revision typically adopt principles like minimizing the number or set of
changed beliefs [Harman, 1986; Gärdenfors, 1988]. But these principles do not take into account any of the reasoner's preferences among different possible revisions, which means that revisions may be less rational than necessary. Rational choice would be especially valuable in the special case of backtracking, both in choosing which assumptions to abandon, and more fundamentally, in deciding whether analyzing and removing the inconsistency will be worth the effort.

Rational representations of inconsistent information: Theories of inheritance and nonmonotonic logics give the appearance of consistency by means of credulous representations, in which maximal consistent subsets are used to represent (in the sense of [Doyle, 1988; Doyle, 1989]) inconsistent sets of rules, and skeptical representations, in which the intersection of all maximal consistent subsets represents the inconsistent information [Touretzky et al., 1987]. Neither skepticism nor credulity is rational in all situations, and choosing an appropriate representation may be difficult [Doyle and Wellman, 1989].

Rational search and inference: Russell and Wa-}


efeld [1989] have developed explicit formulas and estimation techniques for decision-theoretic control of A* and other search methods (see also [Etzioni, 1989; Hansson and Mayer, 1989]). Horvitz [1988] and Breese and Feshling [1988] have examined control of larger-scale computational methods, while Smith [1986] has developed techniques for estimating the costs of deductive inference methods. See [Dean, 1990] for a detailed survey of this area.

Rational learning: Indiscriminate memorization leads to clogging memory with records of dubious value [Minton, 1990]. Thus it is important to make rational decisions about what to memorize, what to forget, what information to summarize, and what summaries to memorize, as well as how carefully or precisely to classify or categorize new objects in taxonomies and how to most efficiently organize taxonomies is very important.

Rational planning: Wellman [1990] describes a planner which uses dominance relations among plans to guide the search and to isolate the fundamental trade-offs among methods, trade-offs that remain valid even if the details of the situation change. Expected utility also provides a criterion for deciding whether to plan for contingencies.

Other tasks

Finding good representations for probabilities and preferences (see [Horvitz et al., 1988; Pearl, 1988; Wellman, 1990]) would enable more rapid progress on the specific applications of rational choice discussed above. Other tasks include the following (more can be found in the full version).

Automate decision formulation and analysis: The field of decision analysis [Howard and Matheson, 1984; Raiffa, 1968] bears striking similarities to the more recent efforts in AI on developing expert systems [Horvitz et al., 1988]. Initial efforts have been made towards automating the formulation of decisions (see [Breese, 1987; Wellman, 1990]), and at providing automatic tools to assist human analysts [Holtzman, 1989; Wellman et al., 1989].

Exploit economic theory: Economics has substantial theories of common ways of organizing human societies or businesses that have received only initial exploration in AI, such as markets [Huberman, 1988] and more general social decision-making frameworks mixing authority relationships with decisions among equals [Minsky, 1986]. AI needs to exploit these theories, and especially the growing work in economics on applying economic models to modeling the attitudes and mental organization of the individual agent (see, for example, [Schelling, 1980; Thaler and Shefrin, 1981]).

Design provably rational architectures: Much might be learned by attempting to design general architectures for rational reasoning and action that are structured so as to permit clean theoretical analyses of their fundamental properties.

Reform AI education: The practice of teaching AI without prerequisites beyond elementary computer science is becoming increasingly untenable. There are now substantial theoretical foundations for portions of artificial intelligence, including both the basics of modern logic and the basics of economics and decision theory. Students intending serious study of AI need exposure to these foundations through courses in elementary logic and basic decision analysis, and possibly the foundations of decision theory and microeconomics as well. Simply including a couple lectures in an introductory AI class is probably not adequate.

Conclusion

Artificial intelligence has traveled far under the power of two ideas: exploiting logical inference as a method of reasoning, and using informal heuristics to direct reasoning toward useful conclusions. We have some understanding of systems based on logical inference, but making further progress toward flexible and intelligent reasoners requires understanding the capabilities and behaviors of systems guided by heuristics. Obtaining such understanding will be difficult without ways of analyzing, characterizing, and judging heuristics in terms as precise as those of logic. Fortunately, the economic theory of rational choice offers formal tools for understanding heuristics and other methods of guiding reasoning. In fact, economic rationality appears to offer a much-needed knowledge-level standard for how one should think, rather than simply enumerating ways in which one might think.

In spite of its attractions as a precise standard for reasoning and action, the theory of rational choice cannot be adopted uncritically for two reasons. First of all,
it places unreasonable demands on the knowledge and inferential abilities of the reasoner. Second, it is, like logic, a purely formal theory, and says nothing specific about what reasoning is actually useful. Applying rationality to reasoning and representation thus requires formulating realistic measures of cognitive utility, obtaining realistic expectations about the effects of reasoning, and developing cost-effective mechanisms for combining this information. Many fundamental and practical difficulties remain, but there is no alternative to facing them. If AI is to succeed, the issues of expectations, preferences, and utility cannot be ignored, and even using a problematic theory of rationality seems more edifying than using logic and informal heuristics alone.

In summary, logic and economic rationality are not competing theories, but instead are two complementary parts of the solution. Logic provides ways of analyzing meaning and possibility, while economics provides ways of analyzing utility and probability. We need to investigate how to integrate these theories in useful ways that recognize that meaning, possibility, utility, and probability must all be evaluated with respect to changing purposes and circumstances.
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